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Recently organic-inorganic metal halide perovskite solar cells represent a major breakthrough in the development of 
photovoltaic sector. Though several major factors such as stability, cost, materials, fabrication and efficiency become 

the consequential factors to control the performance of the solar cells. There is an intriguing riddle to understand how to 
construct a stable system in order to get the maximum efficiency. Much progress has been already made in the stability of 
the halide perovskite. Nevertheless, the underlying mechanism of the degradation and performance assessment remains far 
from being comprehensively understood. Many of these issues can be addressed using new, carbon-based nanomaterials. 
Carbon nanomaterials such as carbon nanotubes, graphene, fullerene, graphene quantum dots etc. display remarkable 
electrical, thermal and mechanical properties that enable several exciting applications in solar cell application. Besides, their 
self-assembling characteristics allow these carbon nanomaterials to be readily explored to be a low-cost and efficient solar 
light harvesting materials. We report here fully printable carbon solar cells exhibits a maximum power conversion efficiency of 
~2.89% under 1 SUN 1.5 AM. Sequential fabrication of carbon solar cells was performed under ambient condition with FTO/
graphene/SWCNT/C60/Carbon paste layers and on the top employed Poly(methyl methacrylate) coating without employing 
hole transport material. The resulting PSCs exhibits quite impressive stability up to 7 days on introduce of the PMMA coating. 
Through this effort, the results envisage to deliver carbon solar cell insights that are less explored, cheaper, efficient and reliable. 
Development of carbon based material develops an efficient replacement of the Pt-free counter electrode material which can 
make DSSCs more competitive among various photovoltaic devices. Significant results of various carbon counter electrodes 
was further extracted with one of the major leading alternative photoanodes such BaSnO3 (BSO). The natural source derived 
carbon material series, 3.81% (GCP) and 3.27% (GCS) efficiencies were observed for BSO based DSSC. 
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